
SAMPLE TOK ESSAY I 

Ethical judgements limit the methods available in the production of knowledge in both the 

arts and the natural sciences. Discuss.  

One of the most fundamental and unique elements of our human species is our quest for 

knowledge through both the arts and sciences, a quest which allows us as a society to increase 

our understanding of ourselves and of our surroundings. Yet it seems that within each new 

generation of researchers and thinkers comes an equally strong set of ethical and moral 

considerations which limit their own production of knowledge. Herein is created a fascinating 

paradox. Both sides of the internal conflict strive to do good for society, yet in order to 

accomplish this goal, the ethicist in each man must impede and restrict the progress of the artist 

or scientist. We must therefore ask ourselves two important knowledge questions: to what extent 

must ethical restrictions be placed on the arts and sciences, and more importantly, to what extent 

do these ethical restrictions actually advance our society? We will see that their answers, far 

from being simple or straightforward, are mired in imperfection and subjectivity.  

Theater is a live artistic event, meant to imitate physical or psychological elements of 

each spectator's life in order to reveal truths about it. Indeed, Thornton Wilder famously defined 

theater as "the greatest of all art forms, the most immediate way in which a human being can 

share with another the sense of what it is to be a human being"1. Yet this immediacy is diluted by 

a certain amount of ethical ruling. Consider Sophocles' Oedipus Rex. This Ancient Greek tragedy 

preaches the impossibility of changing one's own fate, and the total power of the gods2; Oedipus, 

unsuccessful in avoiding his destiny, punishes himself by gouging out his own eyes and in doing 
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2 “LitCharts | Oedipus Rex: Themes.” LitCharts. Web. 03 Feb. 2014. 



so reaffirms the message of the play. Implicitly, the audience understands that straying from the 

path set by the gods will surely end in tragedy and despair. The key word here is ‘implicitly’. 

This message would be much more clearly understood were the actor to commit real acts of 

violence onstage, by for example actually killing the actor portraying his father or really gouging 

out his own eyes. By bearing live witness to the horrific consequences incurred by Oedipus in an 

effort to avoid his fate, the audience would more vividly understand the extent to which one's 

fate is unavoidable. Yet this bloody take on the play would also be extremely shocking and 

disturbing to the audience, so much so that they might become removed from the plot in their 

state of horror and disgust, thereby completely missing other important elements. These 

restrictions, commonly accepted through the “willing suspension of disbelief”3 are an imperfect 

solution to a complex problem. Until ethical standards can be enforced without disrupting the 

artistic method or the intended meaning of a piece, we must contend with a certain level of 

ethical judgement in the arts, which, in the right concentration, maintain the beauty of theater and 

make sure that the price paid for art does not outweigh its possible reward.  

Medicine is perhaps one of the most ethically restricted fields of science. Indeed, the vast 

majority of practicing doctors swear the Hippocratic Oath to “Primum non nocere” or “First, do 

no harm”4.  Furthermore, following the atrocities committed by Nazi doctors during the Second 

World War, the Nuremberg code was set in place to prevent unethical medical practices. The 

fourth principle of this code dictates that “No experiment should be conducted where there is an 

a priori reason to believe that death or disabling injury will occur.”5 This principle, of course, 

presents a significant obstacle to any doctor wishing to produce knowledge about the human 

                                                            
3 "Suspension of Disbelief." Princeton University. Web. 06 Feb. 2014. 
4 “Medical Dictionary: First, Do No Harm.” TheFreeDictionary.com. Web. 05 Feb. 2014. 
5 “Nuremberg Code.” United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Web. 03 Dec. 2013. 



body. Consider, for example, the desperate scramble to find a cure for the Human 

Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). Researchers face large obstacles which impede effective 

experimentation both with the virus and with possible solutions. During my conversation with 

doctor Pamina Gorbach, a Professor of Epidemiology at UCLA and a core scientist in the 

university’s study of HIV, I asked how her research would be affected by the revocation of 

ethical restrictions. She responded: “We could more easily test new treatment and prevention 

methods if we didn't have ethical restrictions. We could force people to take experimental 

methods, and make them adhere to them. Then we would not have any difficulty with 

determining effectiveness”. She continued, “Another horrible thing we could do without ethics is 

test everyone for HIV and then if people are found positive, we'd force them to be on therapy - 

directly observe them taking their pills - and take away their choice to use medication, but 

therefore reduce their viral load and their ability to infect others”. We see that in HIV research, 

similarly to Oedipus Rex, the consideration of ethical judgements can greatly hinder the effective 

production of knowledge, yet the alternative is in itself quite unsavory. In our conversation, 

Doctor Gorbach summed it up perfectly: “Good for public health - a horrible thing to do to an 

individual”. In the case of medical research then, we understand that though ethical restrictions 

impede effective production of new knowledge, their absence poses the threat greater personal 

harm than collective good. Once again, there is no choice but to accept that there is a certain 

level of ethical restriction that must be placed upon the sciences in order to prevent the 

development of much more serious issues.  

 There are several instances throughout the history of art in which ethics have been 

ignored in order to most effectively produce knowledge. We see this most notably in the 

propaganda tactics employed by the German monarchy during the first World War. During 



WWI, a blockade set in place by the British navy, as well as a quickly dwindling army and weak 

allies made a German victory nearly impossible6. In order to keep up morale and support on the 

home front, the German government circulated propaganda which showed its army easily 

defeating its enemies, and convincing the people that Germany was winning the war. The 

following image is a work of propaganda depicting two strong and handsome German soldiers 

chasing away the caricatures of various allied countries. The image is captioned “Fuch wer'n wir 

laufen lehren!”, which translates from German to “We will teach you to run!”. 
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This drawing, as well as the majority of German propaganda at the time, relays a false message 

of strength and dominance in the war. The ethical implications of relaying consistently false 

information to one’s own people were not considered. Ethics were purposefully ignored in order 

to produce (erroneous) knowledge. The government at the time might argue that the false 
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7 Friedman, SGM Herbert A. (Ret.). “GERMAN WWI PSYOP.” German WW1 Psyop. Web. 03 
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information was used to protect citizens and society during a time of difficulty. Others might 

respond that the government was crippling the people’s independence of thought in order to 

avoid resistance. Indeed, the consideration of ethics in the production of propaganda would have 

allowed the German people to think for themselves and to make their own decisions, an 

important right in any healthy and functioning society. In terms of German society, the disregard 

for ethics in art was both beneficial and detrimental: it gave the people hope and a reason to 

persist in a time of extreme hardship, yet it suppressed what is widely considered to be a 

fundamental human right. Whether the lack of ethical restriction did more societal harm than 

good depends on the individual and his or her principles.  

 Human embryonic stem cell research, extremely restricted in the United States, is the 

subject of great internal debate. When President Obama signed an executive order lifting the 

federal ban on new embryonic stem cell research, many accused him of legalizing and actively 

funding unethical medical practices. Republican senator Mitch McConnell (Kentucky) famously 

declared that the government was “Incentivizing the creation and destruction of human embryos 

at the expense of the U.S. taxpayer”8. Though stem cell research is considered to be unethical by 

many people, the President bypassed these judgements in an effort to stimulate the most effective 

production of knowledge in medicine, and indeed human embryonic stem cells have been 

instrumental in working toward cures for Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, infertility, 

spinal cord injuries and more9. Those in favor of this research tool advocate that the impressive 

advances in medicine outweigh the ethical dilemma. Those who oppose the research argue that 

the moral implications of using innocent life in experiments are a slippery slope, and will lead to 
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continued ethical misconduct. Once again, it seems that we cannot pass a single judgement on 

whether our society benefits from the enforcement of ethical restrictions, as each member of our 

society has a slightly different view of the issue.   

 In our consideration of ethical judgements and their effect on the production of 

knowledge, we have come to realize that there is rarely an easy solution to our questions. When 

we strive to understand the extent to which ethical restrictions should be placed on the arts and 

sciences, we come to the conclusion that our current restrictive model is inefficient, but that 

every other solution is even more so. When we investigate the extent to which ethical restrictions 

advance our society, we discover that a universal answer is unattainable due to its very nature as 

the sum of each diverse opinion within it. As long as there is debate, there is no definitive 

solution. As knowers, we should regard this inconclusiveness not as a discouragement, however, 

but as an opportunity. The polls have not yet closed, so to speak. Each of us has the opportunity 

to be part of the debate and the quest to discover the meaning of true knowledge, morality, and 

the treacherous battleground where the two intersect.  
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